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Abstract
Quantum control is valuable for various quantum technologies such as high-
fidelity gates for universal quantum computing, adaptive quantum-enhanced
metrology, and ultra-cold atom manipulation. Although supervised machine
learning and reinforcement learning are widely used for optimizing control pa-
rameters in classical systems, quantum control for parameter optimization is
mainly pursued via gradient-based greedy algorithms. Although the quan-
tum fitness landscape is often compatible with greedy algorithms, sometimes
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greedy algorithms yield poor results, especially for large-dimensional quan-
tum systems. We employ differential evolution algorithms to circumvent the
stagnation problem of non-convex optimization. We improve quantum control
fidelity for noisy system by averaging over the objective function. To reduce
computational cost, we introduce heuristics for early termination of runs and
for adaptive selection of search subspaces. Our implementation is massively
parallel and vectorized to reduce run time even further. We demonstrate our
methods with two examples, namely quantum phase estimation and quantum
gate design, for which we achieve superior fidelity and scalability than obtained
using greedy algorithms.
1 Introduction
Quantum mechanics has been recognized as a superior foundation for performing
computation [1, 2, 3], secure communication [4, 5] and metrology [6, 7], also lead-
ing to technological advancements such as nuclear magnetic resonance and other
resonators [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], femtosecond lasers [13, 14] and laser-driven molecu-
lar reactions [15, 16]. Central to these applications is the ability to steer quantum
dynamics towards closely realizing specific quantum states or operations; i.e., the
ability to control the system [17].
Control theory of classical systems has a long history and is extremely well de-
veloped. Control theory most often relies on a mathematical model of a physical
system. The primary goal of control is to make the system’s dynamics follow a
reference trajectory or optimize the dynamics according to an objective function
if a reference trajectory is not available. A mathematical model, however, can be
difficult to specify exactly or solve analytically. Reinforcement learning is an alter-
native approach to control that does not necessarily have an explicit mathematical
model of the underlying physical system, but rather it optimizes system’s behavior
by studying responses given a set of inputs [18, 19]. If the control provided by the
reinforcement learning algorithm is discrete in time, we can view the algorithm as a
form of machine learning where the typical assumption of sampling from independent
and identical distributions is replaced by that of a Markov decision process.
The purpose of quantum control is identical to the classical case: generate a
feasible policy for the given control problem. A policy is a set of instructions
that determine the control parameters, and hence the effectiveness of the control
scheme. This task is complicated by the quantum mechanical nature of the system,
which allows non-classical correlations and noncontinuous jumps of the system’s
state [17]. For control tasks that involve continuous control over quantum states,
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usually through applying control pulses, algorithms such as GRadient-Ascent Pulse
Engineering (GRAPE) have been applied to generate policies. These tasks are found
in spectroscopy [9], ultracold-atom research [20, 21], and implementation of quantum
computation [22]. When feedback is included, such as for adaptive parameter esti-
mation [23, 24, 25] and for stabilization of a quantum state [26, 27], the dynamics
of the state becomes nonlinear and noncontinuous. In this case, the optimization
methods account for the quantum states allowed trajectories [28, 29, 30, 31].
As in the case of classical control, if the mathematical model of the quantum
physical system is overly complex or elusive altogether, we can turn to reinforce-
ment learning. For instance, in quantum control problems that involve measure-
ment and feedback, reinforcement learning is gaining attention. Examples include
an agent-based model in measurement-based quantum computation [32], mapping
quantum gates on a spin system [33], suppressing errors in quantum memory [34],
optimization in ultra-cold-atom experiments [35], and earlier work on the adaptive
quantum phase estimation problem using heuristic optimization [36, 37]. Whereas
optimization methods such as Bayesian and Markovian feedback require the knowl-
edge of the system dynamics [30], the machine learning approach [38] enables us
to treat the quantum system as a black box. The policy is generated in response
to the outcome that closely approximates the target channel of the procedure ir-
respective of the dynamics involved. This approach has been used successfully to
find policies for quantum control problems, such as the classification of qubits and
trajectories [39, 40].
Greedy algorithms are used for finding successful policies because the algorithms
are fast in converging on successful solutions when performing local searches. Greedy
algorithms are not guaranteed to succeed (i) when the search domain is non-convex
or (ii) when the computational resource or the time for performing the control task is
constrained [41]. Early quantum-control schemes employ standard heuristics, such as
genetic algorithms, to find successful policies [42, 43]. These algorithms fail when the
number of control parameters increases or when decoherence and loss are included.
As greedy algorithms fail to provide successful policies for the quantum con-
trol problems at hand, and simple heuristics for global optimizations also fail under
realistic conditions of quantum systems, we develop new variants of optimization
algorithms. We consider in particular differential evolution (DE) as a basis. Our de-
cision is due to the algorithm’s superior performance to particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and other evolutionary algorithms for high-dimensional optimization prob-
lems [44, 45, 46].
We demonstrate learning-based quantum-control schemes to find successful poli-
cies for two topics relevant to quantum control: phase estimation via adaptive
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quantum-enhanced metrology (AQEM) and designing fast quantum logic gates. Adap-
tive phase estimation aims to estimate an unknown phase shift on a light field such
that the precision is enhanced by the use of a quantum state of light [29, 31, 47, 48,
49]. Quantum metrology has many applications, such as in atomic clocks and gravi-
tational wave detection. Quantum gate design tackles the problem of performing a
specific gate operation on a quantum bit by steering its evolution [33, 50, 51]. Fast
quantum logic gates are required for designing fast quantum processing units as the
timescales are limited by the decoherence time of the qubits. Both problems require
optimization of the procedure over the limited resource and time.
Building on the DE-based reinforcement learning and machine learning algorithm,
we address critical issues for applying quantum control in realistic physical systems
in the following way.
1. We develop a scheme that can operate when practical imperfections such as
noise and loss are included. The primary means to this is the way in which the
objective function is evaluated.
2. We improve scalability to a higher dimensional search space. For the problem of
adaptive phase estimation, scalability is achieved by the accept-reject criterion
that allows an early or a late termination of calculations. For the problem
of gate design, we devise a subspace-selective self-adaptive DE (SuSSADE)
that alternates between a search in the subspace and the overall space while
adaptively updates the algorithmic constants of the standard DE algorithm
during the search process.
3. Furthermore, we vectorize the time-critical operations to use the parallel re-
sources available efficiently in contemporary CPUs and GPUs.
This article is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the relevant concepts
in quantum mechanics and quantum control. We also explain the control procedures
in our two examples: adaptive phase estimation and quantum-gate design. In Sec. 3,
we describe the connection between machine learning, reinforcement learning, and
control. In Sec. 4 we formulate adaptive phase estimation and quantum gate design
as learning problems and show the methods for creating noise-resistant DE and
increasing the scalability of our learning algorithms. The results for both control
problems are in Sec. 5.
4
2 Quantum control framework
Quantum control concerns the application of control procedures to systems whose
dynamics are governed by quantum mechanics [17]. In this regime, behaviors that
are associated with classical dynamics are violated, leading to challenges in applying
classical control theory directly to the system [52, 53]. In this section, we explain
the key concepts in quantum mechanics that are necessary to understand quantum
control, especially to adaptive phase estimation and quantum gate design. Readers
interested in the complete formalism of quantum mechanics are referred to the many
publications on this subject [54, 55].
2.1 Elements of Quantum Mechanics
In the regime of quantum mechanics, the state of an isolated particle A is given by
a vector |ψ〉A of norm one in a Hilbert space HA. We restrict our attention to the
finite dimensional case where the Hilbert space is Cn. More generally, the state of a
particle is a self-adjoint trace class operator of trace one [56], given in the case of the
adjoint vector |ψ〉A as ρˆ = |ψ〉A 〈ψ|, called a density operator. The density operator
can be represented by a matrix given for a chosen basis of the Hilbert space.
Whereas a classical particle has definite values for its characteristics such as
position and momentum, a characteristic of a quantum particle can only be described
in terms of its probability distribution. Given a chosen basis {|i〉A}, the state can be
represented by |ψ〉A =
∑
i
ci |i〉A, where ci ∈ C. The absolute square of ci determines
the probability distribution on the chosen basis and, hence, must satisfy the condition∑
i
|ci|2 = 1. In the matrix representation of the density matrix, the distribution is
determined by the diagonal elements, which leads to the trace of one.
When two or more particles exist in the system, correlations can exist that cannot
be expressed by any local hidden variable model. For instance, a qubit is a state in
C2, and a two-qubit state of particles A and B is in C2A⊗C2B. A quantum correlation
between the qubits leads to the state |ψ〉AB that cannot be expressed as |ψ〉A⊗ |ψ〉B
and a phenomenon known as entanglement where a local operation on the subsystem
A affects the state of the subsystem B regardless of the space separation between A
and B.
The connection between state and probability distribution becomes apparent
when we consider the measurement of the state. Measurements are described by
a positive operator-valued measure (POVM) {Eˆx} [57] acting on system A, which
delivers outcome x with probability tr
(
Eˆx |ψ〉A 〈ψ|
)
. POVMs satisfies the condition
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∑
x
Eˆ†xEˆx = 1, and Eˆx is positive for all x. The state after the measurement is
|ψ, x〉A =
Eˆx |ψ〉A√∣∣∣Eˆx |ψ〉A∣∣∣2 . (1)
As the outcome x is random, the state after the measurement is a random jump
unless the state is an eigenstate of Eˆx.
Manipulation of the state is accomplished by providing outside interaction to
the system. This interaction is described by a completely positive trace-preserving
(CPTP) map [55], ensuring that the vector remains a quantum state. We refer
to these maps as quantum channels {Cˆj} that satisfy
∑
j
Cˆj Cˆ†j = 1. If these linear
operators are unitary, the system does not interact with its environment, and its
dynamics remains reversible.
As particles, in reality, are not perfectly isolated, the system can be considered as
having a constant weak interaction with a bath, which is another quantum system in
a larger Hilbert space. The state of the bath is not accessible through measurement,
and this loss of information leads to the decoherence of the system’s state. Quantum
correlations suffer from this kind of interaction because the state turns into a convex
combination of the resulting states of all possible interactions between bath and sys-
tem, ρˆA =
∑
i
Pi |ψ(i)〉A 〈ψ(i)|, where {Pi} is a classical probability distribution. The
state is no longer pure, but forms a mixed state. In the case of strong system-bath
interaction, the system loses the quantum-mechanical characteristics altogether [58].
The essence of quantum control is to steer a quantum channel towards the desired
operator. One way to test the channel resulting from the control is to monitor the
channel through process tomography [59]. A known quantum state is injected as the
input, and the output state is measured. This random measurement outcome is then
used to infer the operation performed by the channel. In the process of obtaining
a successful policy, the outcome is monitored, and the policy that is used to adjust
the control parameters is updated accordingly. The difference between the channel
and the target is determined using an objective function. However, if the goal of the
control does not explicitly involve the channel, other methods and objective functions
can be selected.
In this work, we consider two examples of quantum-control procedures. The first
example is the adaptive quantum-enhanced metrology, which utilizes a multiparticle
entangled state to attain quantum-enhanced estimation of an unknown parameter
and consolidates previous material [60]. The second case study is quantum gate
design, which uses the control to apply logic gates on three quantum bits (qubits) [41].
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2.2 Adaptive quantum-enhanced metrology
The task of a quantum-enhanced metrology (QEM) scheme is to infer an unknown
parameter φ using entangled states of N particles such that the scaling in uncertainty
surpasses ∆φ ∝ 1/√N obtained using a classical strategy [7]. This scaling is known
as the standard quantum limit (SQL). The use of quantum resources enables a QEM
scheme to approach the Heisenberg limit (HL) corresponding to the scaling of ∆φ ∝
1/N [61]. This quadratic improvement in precision is valuable for applications where
the measurement is operating at the limit of N that can be safely produced or
detected.
AQEM is one strategy for performing QEM that involves splitting the input state
into a sequence of single-particle bundles [62]. A bundle is injected into the channel
and measured at the output. The measurement outcome is used to update the control
parameter in preparation for the next bundle. The value of the control parameter
after the N th measurement is then taken to be the estimate.
The evolution of the quantum state over the course of the measurement process
is noncontinuous, and so the policy that can achieve quantum-enhanced precision is
non-trivial to find. For this reason, machine learning has been introduced [29, 36,
37]. In our work, we focus on the channel that includes noise and loss, which are
imperfections present in every practical measurement setup.
We consider the problem of optical interferometric-phase estimation (Fig. 2.2),
which is well-studied due to its connection to the detection of gravitational wave
[63, 64] and atomic clocks [65]. The interferometer has two input modes and two
output modes. The input state containing N entangled photons is injected into the
interferometer one photon at a time.
Neglecting loss, the mth photon comes out from either of the output modes with a
probability that depends on φ−Φm−1. Our interferometer model includes Gaussian
noise on the phase shift with standard deviation σ. We label the outcome by xm ∈
{0, 1}, where 0 refers to the photon exiting the first port and 1 to the photon exiting
the second port. The sequence of outcomes from the first to the mth photon is given
by xm = (x1x2 · · ·xm).
The exit path of the photon is used to determine the value of Φm for the next
round of measurement. Once all photons are put to use in the M th measurement,
allowing for the loss of photons such that 1 ≤M ≤ N , the estimate φ˜ of φ is inferred
from ΦM to be φ˜ ≡ ΦM . As the measurement outcome xM is a string of discrete
random variables, the estimate of phase from this scheme, which is a function of xM ,
is also discrete.
Because the distribution of the estimate φ˜ is periodic, the standard deviation
is not an appropriate choice to quantify the imprecision ∆φ˜. Unless the domain is
7
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Figure 1: An adaptive phase estimation scheme. An N -photon entangled state is
separated into single-particle bundles. A particle is injected into a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, representing a two-mode interferometer. Contained in this interfer-
ometer is an unknown phase shifter φ and a controllable phase shifter Φ, whose value
after the mth measurement is Φm. The path xm in which the photon exits is detected
by single-photon detectors connected to a processing unit (PU). The PU uses the
information to adjust Φm−1 → Φm according to policy %. After all the photons
are measured, the estimate φ˜ is inferred from ΦM , allowing for loss in photons which
leads to 1 ≤M ≤ N . Hence, the estimate is a function of the history of measurement
outcomes xM = (x1x2 · · ·xM).
bounded, the standard deviation is skewed by the existing peak appearing in the
distribution outside of the domain [0, 2pi) [66]. The imprecision is instead quantified
by the Holevo variance [29],
VH = S
−2 − 1, (2)
S =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
φ˜
P (φ˜|φ)ei(φ−φ˜)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3)
which is one possible choice for a periodic distribution [67]. Our goal is to generate a
feedback policy such that VH is minimized and the power-law scaling with N exceeds
1/
√
N .
2.3 Quantum gate design
Quantum computing employs quantum mechanics to perform computation and promises
speed-up in computational time for algorithms such as factorization [2] and database
search [3]. Implementing quantum computing has been challenging due to the inter-
action between the quantum system and the environment, which introduces errors
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Figure 2: The quantum circuit representation of the Toffoli (CCNOT) gate. The
horizontal solid black lines are circuit wires with each wire representing a qubit. •
shows the control qubits and
⊕
denotes the NOT operator acting on the target
qubit. |C1〉 , |C1〉 , |CT〉 refer to the states of the first, second and target qubits. The
gate accepts the input from the left side and output a new state on the right side.
and may even nullify the advantage of using quantum resources altogether [68]. If
the error rate can be reduced to a value that is less than a specified threshold, error
correction can be introduced, and quantum information is thereby protected [69].
Information is encoded on qubits, for each qubit has the state spanned by the basis
{|0〉 , |1〉}. Therefore, unlike a classical bit, a qubit can exist in any superposition
a |0〉+ b |1〉, where a, b ∈ C and |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. Quantum algorithms use these qubits
as resources to perform computations. Just as in classical computation, the quantum
algorithm operating on a large number of qubits can be decomposed into gates acting
on a few qubits at a time. An ideal quantum gate is reversible and is represented by
a unitary transformation U . For each of these gates, error threshold can be assigned
such that fault-tolerant quantum computing is attained.
Quantum computing operations can be decomposed efficiently down to a set of
one- and two-qubit gates [70, 71]. However, this decomposition results in an increased
processing time and lower overall fidelity. One way to increase the efficiency is to
convert these operations to gates that act on more than two qubits. The Toffoli gate
is one such gate. This gate is a controlled-controlled-not gate acting on three qubits
(Fig. 2), whose action is summarized in Table 1.
The current experimental schemes to design fast Toffoli gate are limited to de-
composition approaches, with the fidelity limited to 68.5% in a three-qubit circuit
QED system [72], 71% in an ion-trap system [73], 78% in a four-qubit circuit QED
system [74] and 81% in a post-selected photonic circuit [75]. Here our goal is to
devise a machine learning algorithm to design a single-shot threshold-fidelity Tof-
foli gate without any need to resort to decomposition approach. Our approach to
creating a high-fidelity Toffoli gate is not restricted to a specific physical model for
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Input Output
C1 C2 CT C1 C2 CT
|0〉 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉
|0〉 |0〉 |1〉 |0〉 |0〉 |1〉
|0〉 |1〉 |0〉 |0〉 |1〉 |0〉
|0〉 |1〉 |1〉 |0〉 |1〉 |1〉
|1〉 |0〉 |0〉 |1〉 |0〉 |0〉
|1〉 |0〉 |1〉 |1〉 |0〉 |1〉
|1〉 |1〉 |0〉 |1〉 |1〉 |1〉
|1〉 |1〉 |1〉 |1〉 |1〉 |0〉
Table 1: The truth table representation of Toffoli gate. C1 and C2 denote the control
qubits, and CT represents the target qubit. The Input and Output columns show
the states of the three qubits before and after applying Toffoli.
quantum computation. We choose to design a Toffoli gate for an architecture of three
nearest-neighbour capacitively coupled superconducting transmons [76].
In a transmon system, the computational basis {|0〉 , |1〉} is assigned to the two
lowest energy levels, although the transmon system consists of multiple discrete
levels. The evolution of the quantum states for the three transmons are controlled
through electrical pulses changing the frequency of each of the transmons. Because
the three transmons are coupled, these changes tune their interactions and allow us
to perform gate evolution on the computational bases of the three qubits.
The unitary transformation of the Toffoli gate is approximated using a sequence
of constant control pulses lasting δt = 1 ns applied over time τ . At time t, the
control pulses ε(t) = (ε1(t), ε2(t), ε3(t)) is applied to the three transmons, effectively
subjecting the system to a unitary transformation U(ε(t), δt). The approximate
unitary for the gate is, therefore,
U˜(ετ , τ) = U(ε(τ − δt), δt)U(ε(τ − 2δt), δt)) · · ·U(ε(0), δt), (4)
where ετ denotes the entire sequence of the three control pulses.
The gate’s performance is quantified using the intrinsic fidelity [51],
F = 1
8
∣∣∣tr(U †T U˜(ε(τ), τ))∣∣∣ , (5)
where UT is the unitary transformation of the Toffoli gate. The fidelity F has a value
between 0 and 1, where F = 1 is attained when U˜ = UT . We aim for an intrinsic
fidelity beyond 0.9999 for the design of the Toffoli gate as required by fault-tolerant
quantum computing.
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In the experimental realization, non ideal behavior arises due to electronic im-
perfections. One is the distortion of the control pulses, which we treat as sequences
of piecewise constant functions. A more realistic pulse shape takes into account the
response time of the electronics, which acts as a Gaussian filter. Another source
of imperfection is the disturbance of the pulses associated with the thermal noise
in the electronics. Although this noise is not included in the optimization, we test
the robustness of our control pulses by adding random noise δε · rand(−1, 1), where
rand(−1, 1) uniformly generates a random number in (−1, 1) to the control parame-
ters at each time bin. The value of δε is varied from 0 to 300 kHz. We then use the
distorted pulse to calculate the intrinsic fidelity for each value of δε.
Note that we have already devised a quantum control scheme to design a high-
fidelity quantum gate [50, 51]. Our main goal in this article is to present the problem
in a different framework, namely machine learning. In particular, we formulate the
problem for supervised learning. Expressing the problem in the machine learning
context can provide a new perspective on finding control pulses for when the trans-
formations, U(ε(t), δt), are no longer unitary.
3 Machine Learning and Evolutionary Algorithms
for Control
In this section, we explain how machine learning and reinforcement learning can be
used as tools for control. A control problem involves optimization of a control policy
such that a target performance is met [77]. Optimizing based on a model is not useful
if the model is incorrect, for example by not properly incorporating environmental
interaction. As a satisfactory noise model might not exist, the alternative is to im-
plement optimization procedures that are independent of the underlying interaction,
with evolutionary algorithms being one such example.
Control theory concerns finding a way to steer a system to achieve a target [77].
The method of control may involve monitoring of a system, in which case the control
may involve a feedback loop adjusting the control signal following a policy. Such a
control procedure is known as closed-loop control [78]. For a system that cannot be
monitored, or for a system whose monitoring is deemed unnecessary, an open-loop
strategy is applied, and the control signal is predetermined using a model of the
evolution of the system [77, 79].
For the cases where the system models are not known, not accurate, or too
complicated to be used for generating feasible control policies, machine learning
and reinforcement learning can be used to generate the policy through trial and
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error. Machine learning typically assumes sampling from random variables that
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Concentration theorems based
on this assumption give guarantees of estimation accuracy or generalization perfor-
mance [80, 81]. A variant of machine learning takes training instances one by one
and updates its model accordingly. This scheme is known as online learning. Some
results from statistical learning theory extend to this case if the samples remain
i.i.d. [82].
In reinforcement learning, an agent responds to a random outcome from its inter-
action with an environment [83]. The agent is equipped with a set of possible actions
and a scoring function with which it can evaluate its performance. The agent can
either greedily optimize the scoring function or aim to maximize long-term perfor-
mance quantified after the task is completed. In this case, due to the interaction
between the learning agent and the environment, the sampling loses the i.i.d. as-
sumption. The most we can assume is that the interaction is modeled by a Markov
decision process.
In both machine learning and reinforcement learning, we often boil down the
learning problem to a constrained optimization problem with an objective function
that can be regularized. The function is seldom convex, making it hard to find the
global optimum of the problem. We can use a relaxation and a convex approximation
or substitution. For instance, support vector machines replace the optimal 0-1 loss
with the hinge-loss to have a convex optimization problem to solve [86]. Another
option is to use a non-convex optimization algorithm. This approach works if a
convex relaxation is not easy to derive or when we are not satisfied with a local
optimum. Sometimes even a greedy algorithm works well for the non-convex case,
depending on the topology of the space.
Derivative-free heuristics are common in global optimization. Two widely used
algorithms are PSO [87], which is a form of swarm intelligence, and DE [44], which
is an evolutionary algorithm. In comparative studies, DE has been shown to be
the most powerful in that it converges on a near-optimal solution quickly and can
find solutions without stagnation in higher dimensional search spaces than other
algorithms [45].
Quantum control tasks also employ closed-loop and open-loop controls to ac-
complish the desired goals. A key difference between quantum and classical control
lies in the quantum system’s response to the measurement. Whereas classical sys-
tems are unaffected by the measurement procedure, the quantum states response
to a measurement with a random jump depending on the measurement outcome.
For applications where the quantum states are important to the goal, such as gate
design, measurements are to be avoided, and the control procedure for the task is
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designed based on open-loop control. On the other hand, when a quantum state is
used as a resource for accomplishing the desired goal, or if measurements are possible,
closed-loop control can be applied.
To implement quantum control in the experimental settings, the control pro-
cedures must be designed to be resilient to imperfections, including the nonideal
evolution of the quantum state due to its interaction with the environment. Al-
though noise models can be incorporated into computer simulations of the control
procedures, the models might not match the noises in the real-world system. One
approach is to design a procedure that can learn the control policies directly from
experiments, including as few assumptions about the noise as possible.
Reinforcement learning is a valuable tool for applying control as it provides a
method to generate a policy that does not rely on the knowledge of the system [18,
19, 88]. Learning is performed through trial and error, and the system’s dynamics is
treated as a black box. In fact, this black box treatment of a process is not restricted
to a control scenario: if we only want to approximate the output of the process and
we have a certain number of disposal of the black box, we can employ a supervised
learning algorithm with the assumption of the sampling being i.i.d. For quantum
control, this feature is valuable because the knowledge of the dynamics of a real
quantum system is never exact. Furthermore, in systems involving measurements,
the back-action leads to an exponentially-growing number of state trajectories with
the number of possible measurement outcomes |{x}|, making the problem difficult
to solve analytically.
4 Method
We now explain how to construct quantum-control procedures for AQEM and quan-
tum gate design as learning problems and the challenges they pose to learning al-
gorithms. We then explain how we create noise-resistant differential evolution and
methods for generating policies in high-dimensional problems. Here we assign a
fixed mutation rule, although a new DE variant created by random selection of the
mutation is possible [89].
4.1 Quantum control procedures as learning problems
In this subsection, we discuss how the control procedures are performed in an adap-
tive phase estimation scheme and on the superconducting circuit to create a Toffoli
gate. The feedback control applied in the adaptive measurement fits into the frame-
work of reinforcement learning, for which we discuss the policy and the training set.
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Quantum gate design, on the other hand, fits with open-loop control as direct mon-
itoring of quantum states interfere with their evolution. To move beyond treating
the problem as optimization, in which the noise models are required, we formulate
the gate design as a learning problem fit for supervised learning.
4.1.1 Generating feedback policy for AQEM
The goal of adaptive phase estimation is to infer the value of an unknown parameter
φ following a sequence of measurements performed on a string of N single-photon
pulses. In order to deliver quantum-enhanced precision, not only must the particles
be entangled, but a policy must be generated that can attain the desired precision.
In principle, the policy must be optimized for all sequences xM and all value of
φ ∈ [0, 2pi), which is impossible as φ is in a continuous domain. For this reason,
we employ the reinforcement learning approach to generate a feasible policy using a
training set selected from the domain of φ.
Reinforcement learning is the suitable framework because the approach is de-
signed to optimize a decision-making process given random inputs. The adaptive
phase measurement involves decision making by the processing unit in response to
the random measurement outcomes, which fits in this framework. In the learning
algorithm, the adaptive procedure is simulated many times with a fixed input quan-
tum state and treated by the learning algorithm as a black box. The fitness values of
the policies are computed over a training set of randomly generated φ and are used
by the algorithm for the optimization.
In AQEM, the feedback policy is a set of rules that determines how the con-
trollable phase shifter Φ is adjusted. In the mth round of measurement, the policy
is a function of the sequence of previous outcomes xm−1 ∈ {0, 1}m−1. The process
is better understood by representing a policy as a binary decision tree, where each
branch from the root to the leaf corresponds to a sequence of xN . An advantage of
using this representation is that the size of a policy is readily determined from the
number of branches, and its size scales as 2N − 1.
The exponential scaling of the policy size makes generating the policy increasingly
expensive in computational time, which limits the number of particles N in which
the application of reinforcement learning is practical. To reduce the policy’s size and
make searching for the policy tractable, we restrict to Markov feedback [90], in which
only the current outcome xm is used to determined the value of Φm. In particular,
we impose the update rule
Φm = Φm−1 + (−1)xm∆m; (6)
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thus the decision tree is parameterized by a vector ∆ = (∆1, . . . ,∆N). Hence, the size
of the policy % = ∆ is reduced to scale linearly with N . The space in which the policy
can be searched is therefore restricted to [0, 2pi)N . Through the implementation of
this rule in previous work [91, 36, 37], we found that the rule leads to feasible policies
for adaptive phase estimation.
The update rule (6) restricts the estimate φ˜ ≡ ΦM(xM) to a discrete value even
though φ is continuous in [0, 2pi). In other words, the AQEM scheme delivers a
discrete approximation of φ based on the discrete outcomes xM . As N increases,
the approximation becomes refined, and an increasingly precise estimate may be
obtained.
To determine the performance of a policy, the imprecision of all possible value
of φ ∈ [0, 2pi) has to be taken into account. This task poses an additional challenge
to calculating Eq. (3), which is computationally expensive. We instead estimate the
value of S from
S :=
∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=1
eiθk
K
∣∣∣∣∣ (7)
where θk = φk − φ˜k and K = 10N2. This particular choice of K has been shown
to deliver the estimate of S that converges in the previous work [36]. The samples
are also training data {φk} chosen uniformly from [0, 2pi) to avoid the problem of
overfitting.
The adaptive phase estimation scheme works by refining the estimate φ˜ through
tweaking Φ according to the outcome. In the event of small probability η that the
photon is lost, the automated system is instructed to do nothing in the absence of
information to update the estimate. We assume a small loss in which case we optimize
without loss but test the performance accounting for loss. If the test succeeds, we
adopt the policy; if the test fails, we repeat the optimization process.
4.1.2 Shaping the frequencies of transmon system
The goal for quantum gate design is to generate a set of pulse sequences ετ such
that the transformation of the three transmons over time τ is approximately the
Toffoli gate. The pulses are affected by Gaussian distortion, thereby smoothing out
the constant piecewise functions. Disturbances are included by adding frequency
noises to the pulses after the optimization to test for robustness. For both noises
considered, the assumption of unitary transformation holds, and the problem of
finding the control pulses can be treated as an optimization problem. In this work,
however, we formulate this problem for supervised learning as the learning approach
can be implemented regardless of whether the transformation is unitary or not.
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When the transformations of the quantum state are unitary, i.e., the quantum
system is perfectly isolated from the environment, the control pulses can be opti-
mized over a set of basis states. That is because the quantum state remains a pure
state, and due to linearity in quantum mechanics, any transformation on the super-
position of the basis states are equal to the superposition of the transformed basis.
Hence, optimizing the gate’s performance over the basis states is equivalent to the
optimization of the problem over the entire state space.
This observation is no longer true when the state becomes mixed, as is the case
when the quantum system is coupled to the environment, and the transformations
are represented by quantum channels. In this case, optimization over the basis states
would not guarantee that the gate’s performance is maximized over the entire space
of all input states. Hence, the optimization process has to take into account other
input states as well. Finding a feasible policy, in this case, is non-trivial as there
are infinitely many superposition states. Machine learning becomes a promising
approach for generating the control pulses.
The task of supervised learning is to discover a model given a set of input-output
data (a training set), which approximates the true function that maps the inputs
data to their corresponding outputs. By casting the Toffoli gate as a model for we
wish to learn the parameters ετ , we formulate the Toffoli gate design as a regression
problem. We use the basis states and their corresponding output states in Table 1 as
the training set. The time τ for the gate operation is found through trial and error
such that the confidence in the model, quantified by the intrinsic fidelity (5) exceeds
0.9999 as required by fault-tolerant quantum computing. The learning procedure
output a successful policy.
4.2 Noise-resistant global optimization heuristics
DE is able to find feasible solutions in high-dimensional search space for a set of
test problems [45] and for adaptive phase estimation [37]. However, when DE is
employed for the problem of noisy phase estimation for N up to 100, we observe that
DE does not perform as well as PSO and, in fact, fails to deliver better than SQL
scaling. To devise a noise-resistant global optimization algorithm for our scheme,
we use the mean value S¯ instead of S (7) to determine the performance of a policy.
This strategy is one of the many strategies proposed in the literature to create noise-
resistant DE [92, 93] and is found to work best for our problem.
The principle behind the use of mean objective value is as follows: if noise is added
to the fitness function, the process of averaging recovers the true objective value. The
optimization using this value is, therefore, a close approximation to the noiseless
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optimization. The major drawback of this approach is that computing the objective
function multiple times makes the procedure computationally expensive. Therefore,
determining the smallest sample size of {S} necessary to recover S is crucial. To this
end, we employ the heuristic applied to PSO in the previous work [91]. The method
updates S¯ by computing one new sample of S every iteration until a better offspring
is generated.
The sample size for computing S is then determined by the probability for DE
to generate an offspring that is better than the parent. This probability decreases
as the candidates converge on the optimal value. As a result, the sample size grows
automatically as the optimization progresses. The computational resources are allo-
cated towards candidates that are close to optimal, which is a favorable strategy as
the differences between objective values are dominated by noise in this case. Large
sample size enables accurate estimations of the candidates’ objective values.
In the particular case of adaptive phase estimation, the phase noise is not additive
in S due to the exponential dependence. The mean value computed from J samples,
therefore, does not converge on the objective value of the noiseless case but an
estimate of S using sample size JK. This method, thereby, provides a better estimate
of imprecision than for the sample size of K for adaptive phase estimation including
phase noise.
4.3 Improving scalability
In this subsection, we explain two techniques for achieving scalable learning algo-
rithms. One of the technique is to create an accept-reject criterion, allowing the
algorithm to run for as long as it is necessary to generate a feasible policy. This
technique is applied to the adaptive phase estimation, where successful policies from
small values of N are used to identify a region with a feasible policy for N + 1.
Another algorithm is devised for quantum gate design that alternates between opti-
mizing in subspaces and overall space with self-adaptive DE.
4.3.1 Adaptive phase estimation at N > 90
In this subsubsection, we discuss accept-reject criteria and how this technique leads
to DE delivering successful policies up to N = 100. Although DE can generate
successful policies for N > 45, which is the limitation observed when PSO is used [37],
the variances also display stagnation whenN > 90. To generate policies from a search
space that scales up to 100 dimensions, we implement a criterion to the noise-resistant
DE to ensure that only successful policies are accepted.
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The stagnation is a manifestation of the algorithm not being able to converge to
a successful solution in the time limit imposed. Previously the algorithm accepted
a policy after a fixed number of iterations regardless of whether the population
converges. However, as the dimension of the search space increases, so does the time
for the population to converge. Eventually, the algorithm fails to deliver a policy
that passes the test. We change the criterion for accepting a policy from a fixed
number of iterations to only if VH is within a distance corresponding to a confidence
interval of 0.98 from the inverse power-law line. Thus, we guarantee that the policy
from our algorithm always delivers a power-law scaling better than SQL.
The acceptable error δy for N > 93 is calculated from the statistics of VH. The
Holevo variance VH are collected from N = {4, 5, . . . , 93}, in which we accept the
policies after a fixed number of iterations. A linear equation is determined from
{yi} = {log VH(N)} and {xi} = {logN}, and is used to predict the next data point
y′. The acceptable error from this predicted value is calculated using the previ-
ously stored data and the best value of VH at iteration G from a statistical formula,
namely [94, 95]
δy = t
∗
n′−2
√√√√∑n′i=1(y′i − yi)2
n′ − 2
(
1
n′
+
(x′ − x¯)2∑n′
i=1(xi − x¯)2
)
, (8)
where n′ is the number of data points, x′ = logN for which the error is calculated, and
x¯ is the average of {xi}. The value t∗n′−2 is the quantile of the Student’s t distribution
for n′−2 data points, which we approximate using a normal distribution. The policy
is accepted if
|log VH(N)− y′| ≤ δy, (9)
or the optimization continues.
The noise-resistant DE variant, including accept-reject criterion, works as fol-
lows1.
Step 1 Initialize the population of size NP randomly.
Step 2 Evaluate the objective function for each candidate twice, and store the
mean objective value and the sample size.
Step 3 Generate a donor Di(G) for each of candidate Vi(G), where G is the
iterative time step, from three other candidates {Vi,1(G),Vi,2(G),Vi,3(G)} chosen
randomly. For element j of the donor Di(G)
(j),
Di(G)
(j) =
{
V
(j)
i,1 (G) + F · (V (j)i,2 (G)− V (j)i,3 (G)), if r ≤ Cr,
Vi(G)
(j), else,
(10)
1Code available at http://panpalitta.github.io/phase_estimation/
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where F is the mutation rate, Cr ∈ [0, 1] is the crossover rate, and r ∈ [0, 1] is a
random number.
Step 4 Evaluate the mean objective value for each of the new candidates from
two samples.
Step 5 Compare and select the candidate for G + 1 using the mean objective
value,
Vi(G+ 1) =
{
Di(G) if S¯(Di(G)) > S¯(Vi(G)),
Vi(G) else.
(11)
Step 6 Evaluate the objecting function once, and update the mean value and the
sample size.
Step 7 Repeat steps 3 to 6 until the criterion to terminate the algorithm is met.
Step 8 Compute the objective value of the entire population 10 more times before
selecting the candidate with the highest mean objective value as the solution.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is polynomial [37], but it has a
high degree, and therefore it is important to identify the performance critical parts
of the implementation. We establish that over 90% of the execution time is spent on
generating random numbers one by one. The random number generation is primarily
used in estimating the Holevo variance as the computation involves simulations of the
adaptive measurement procedure. Generating random numbers as they are needed
is not efficient on contemporary hardware. The operations can be vectorized to
use the single-instruction multiple-data architectures of the central and the graphics
processing units (GPUs). Abstracting the random number generation routines and
introducing a buffer, we are able to vectorize the respective operations. We study
two approaches: one relies on the CPU, using the Intel Vector Statistical Library
(VSL), the other on graphics processing units. Eventually, the VSL-based vectorized
solution proves to be scalable.
4.3.2 SuSSADE for quantum gate design
In this subsubsection, we turn to another technique to improve DE’s scalability and
devise the subspace-selective self-adaptive differential evolution (SuSSADE). SuS-
SADE combines two technique to improve convergence of the algorithm to a success-
ful policy: the self-adaptive heuristic search and the reduction of the search space
size. The algorithm alternates between optimizing over the entire search space and
one of the subspaces randomly selected for each iteration.
The efficacy of the algorithm for a particular landscape and dimension is de-
termined by the search parameters (F , Cr), set to constant values in traditional
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DE. Instead of determining optimal values of the parameters through trial and error,
which is infeasible when the problem has a large size such as in quantum gate design,
we implemented an algorithm to adapt the value of F and Cr between iterations.
This self-adaptive approach [96] has also been used to enhance the performance of
DE for the high-dimensional optimization problems and reads as follows.
At iteration G, the algorithm determines the mutation rate F and crossover rate
Cr for G+ 1 from
FG+1 =
{
Fl + r1 · Fu if r2 < κ1
FG otherwise
(12)
and
CrG+1 =
{
r3 if r4 < κ2
CrG otherwise,
(13)
where rj, j ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 are random numbers uniformly sampled from (0, 1]. The value
of Fl and Fu are predetermined to be 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. The adaptive rate κ1
and κ2 are both set to 0.1.
In addition to adapting the search parameters, the algorithm also randomly de-
cides whether the optimization is performed on the entire search space or a subspace.
The switching rate S determines how often this switch occurs and is set by the user.
DE is applied on the whole domain if a random number r < S for r ∈ [0, 1]. Other-
wise, the optimization is applied to a smaller domain of the problem. Further details
of the SuSSADE optimization algorithm2 can be found in [50].
5 Results
5.1 AQEM
By applying the method of creating noise-resistant to DE, we are able the obtain
a policy that delivers the scaling of VH ∝ N−1.421 when the width of the Gaussian
distribution σ = 0.2 rad, and the probability of losing a photon η = 0.2 are included.
This result shows a scaling exceeding N−1 expected from SQL, which is given for
the ideal interferometer as a benchmark in Figure 3. The SQL data is generated
using a non-entangled N -particle state. The HL shown is an extrapolation using the
intercept from the SQL data and is included for the purpose to providing a possible
benchmark for the scheme.
2Code available at https://github.com/ezahedin/DE_high-dimensional
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Figure 3: Logarithm of Holevo variance from adaptive interferometric-phase esti-
mation. The interferometer includes small phase noise of width σ and loss rate η.
Three algorithms are used to generate the feedback policies: DE, PSO, and stochastic
hill-climbing. This image is a rescaled version of Figure 1 in Ref. [60].
Although both the SQL and the HL are reported in the literature for the mean-
squared error ∆φ˜ [6], we use the same benchmark for Holevo variance VH. This follows
from the approximation of VH at low error
∣∣∣φk − φ˜k∣∣∣  1. Under this condition,
the sharpness in Eq. (7) is approximated by a series expansion, and through this
approximation, VH is found to be the mean-squared error.
The accept-reject criterion applied to N > 93 enables the scheme to show the
attain the power-law up to N = 100 (Figure 3). The limitation at 100 photons
is due to the computational time and the rounding error in the generation of the
large multiparticle entangled state. The time required to find a policy under the
accept-reject criterion from 94 to 100 photons is between 1.5 to 3 hours per data
point.
Policies that are found using stochastic hill climbing break down at 20 photons
even for ideal phase estimation. The noise-resistant PSO shows the breakdown at 45
photons, consistent with the previous result [37]. We did not apply the accept-reject
criterion to PSO as the computational time would have exceeded the time used by
DE at the same number of N and hence not considered worth an investment.
5.2 Quantum Gate Design
Our machine learning approach to designing a three-qubit gate succeeds in gener-
ating policies for the design of a high-fidelity Toffoli gate. The resultant fidelity
exceeds 0.9999, which exceeds the threshold fidelity for the fault-tolerant quantum
computing. The gate operation time is found to be 26 ns. Therefore, the number of
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Figure 4: Intrinsic fidelity F of the Toffoli gate as a function of δε1,2,3, corresponding
to the noise level on each of the three transmons. The vertical red dotted line denotes
the threshold, such that F > 0.9999 on the left of the line.
learning parameters add to the total of 81. Although our machine learning technique
has optimized the shape of the tranmons’ frequencies over a piecewise-error-function,
we have shown [50] that the algorithm does not rely on the shape of the pulse but on
the number of learning parameters to generate successful policy for the gate design.
Our quantum Toffoli gate operates as fast as a two-qubit entangling quantum gate
under the same experimental conditions. The policies are also robust against the
random uniform noise on the control pulses. The threshold of the frequency δε of
which the intrinsic fidelity remains above 0.9999 is well above the practical noise (up
to 100kHz) of the control devices (Fig. 4).
6 Conclusion
In this work, we report on two examples of applying machine-learning algorithms to
quantum control, namely the adaptive phase estimation and quantum gate design.
We employ reinforcement learning to adaptive phase estimation including noise and
loss. We are able to attain enhanced precision better than SQL up to 100 photons
using a noise-resistant variant of DE and accept-reject criterion. The supervised-
learning technique using SuSSADE enables us to perform single-shot high-fidelity
three-qubit gates that are as fast as an entangling two-qubit gate under the same
experimental constraints.
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The methods we employed do not require explicit knowledge of the system’s
dynamics, although the convexity of the objective functions, the dimension of the
problems and the presence of noise have to be taken into account in order to generate
a feasible policy. We minimize the runtime of the algorithms by vectorizing the
random number generation and employing GPUs and VSL. This technique mostly
affects the simulation of the quantum system as the simulations are the most time-
and resource-consuming components of the current algorithms.
In principle, the simulation in the learning algorithms can be replaced by signals
from experimental setup or simulations of other quantum control schemes. This work
can be used as the basis to develop learning algorithms for solving other quantum
control problems, such as estimating more than one unknown parameters, which has
an application in the characterization of quantum information processing devices,
controlled quantum-state transfer in a spin chain [97], and quantum error correc-
tion [98].
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